THE ASCENT OF BALLADS	in
And took his pilgrim-staff in hand,
and far he journeyed from that land.
He journeyed o'er the Middle Sea,
till he the Holy Grave did see.
And never healing message got,
but the iron sat on hand and foot,
and
A linden stands in yonder vale,
above 'tis broad, and under small.
or merely flat and pedestrian:
They fought one day, they fought for two,
the third till even fell,
they sat them down upon a stone,
the heroes fain would dwell.
The accent is always unmistakable, and like no other.
It is when epithets are sought for this strange ballad charm, this
Oavpaarov ri xp^fta (as one of the ancients called Sappho), that the
voices of critics seem unable to avoid a condescending note. The
ballads are 'wild' or 'vulgar' and constitute only a 'sort of poetry.
Perhaps the earliest thoughtful reference to the genre—that of the
fifteenth-century Castilian Marquess of Santillana—may be taken
as typical, for he declares that the lowest sort of versifiers are 'those
who without order, rule or count, make these ballads and songs in
which persons of base and servile condition take pleasure'.1 The
base and servile did indeed find opportunity in the ballads for
entertainment, but so did also men of rank and taste, though they
had no way of justifying their emotion. Ballads affected the noble
Sidney's soul; he was "moved more than with a trumpet', though
his schooling led him to note the absence of the 'gorgeous elo-
quence of Pindar*. Sidney2 sought for a 'perfect Poesie', like the
'pure' poetry which certain modern critics have demanded. But
this was not an objective which entered into the calculations of the
'blind crowder'; it was enough for him to deliver his song to his
audience in a manner unknown to Pindar, and where Pindar's
gorgeous eloquence would have been as unintelligible as thunder.
The publication of Percy's Reliques stimulated a new interest in
these verses, by revealing to men of taste ballads which had been
1	Santillana, Letter to Don Peter, ed. Prestage and Pastor, Oxford, 1927, p. 74.
2	P. Sidney, Defence of Poesie, London, 1595, sig. F.

